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ABSTRACT 
Dislocation Density-Based Finite Element Method Modeling of Ultrasonic Consolidation 
by 
Deepankar Pal, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 2011 
 
Major Professor: Dr. Brent E. Stucker 
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
A dislocation density-based constitutive model has been developed and 
implemented into a crystal plasticity quasi-static finite element framework. This approach 
captures the statistical evolution of dislocation structures and grain fragmentation at the 
bonding interface when sufficient boundary conditions pertaining to the Ultrasonic 
Consolidation (UC) process are prescribed. 
The hardening is incorporated using statistically stored and geometrically 
necessary dislocation densities (SSDs and GNDs), which are dislocation analogs of 
isotropic and kinematic hardening, respectively. Since the macroscopic global boundary 
conditions during UC involves cyclic sinosuidal simple shear loading along with constant 
normal pressure, the cross slip mechanism has been included in the evolution equation for 
SSDs. The inclusion of cross slip promotes slip irreversibility, dislocation storage, and 
hence, cyclic hardening during the UC. The GND considers strain-gradient and thus 
renders the model size-dependent. The model is calibrated using experimental data from 
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published refereed literature for simple shear deformation of single crystalline pure 
aluminum alloy and uniaxial tension of polycrystalline Aluminum 3003-H18 alloy.   
The model also incorporates various local and global effects such as (1) friction, 
(2) thermal softening, (3) acoustic softening, (4) surface texture of the sonotrode and 
initial mating surfaces, and (6) presence of oxide-scale at the mating surfaces, which 
further contribute significantly specifically to the grain substructure evolution at the 
interface and to the anisotropic bulk deformation away from the interface during UC in 
general. The model results have been predicted for Al-3003 alloy undergoing UC. A 
good agreement between the experimental and simulated results has been observed for 
the evolution of linear weld density and anisotropic global strengths macroscopically. 
Similarly, microscopic observations such as embrittlement due to grain substructure 
evolution at the UC interface have been also demonstrated by the simulation.  
In conclusion, the model was able to predict the effects of macroscopic global 
boundary conditions on bond quality. It has been found that the normal pressure enhances 
good bonding characteristics at the interface, though beyond a certain magnitude 
enhances dynamic failure. Similarly, lower oscillation amplitudes result in a lower rate of 
gap closure, whereas higher oscillation amplitude results in an enhanced rate of gap 
relaxation at the interface. Henceforth, good bonding characteristics between the 
constituent foils are found at an optimum oscillation amplitude. A similar analogy is also 
true for weld speed where the longitudinal locations behind the sonotrode rip open when 
higher weld speeds are implemented in the UC machine, leading to lower linear weld 
density and poor bonding characteristics.          
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
1.1  Research Motivation and Problem Statement 
The engineering community has witnessed unprecedented innovations and 
development of new materials in recent history. This development spans all categories of 
materials ranging from polymers to ferrous and non-ferrous metals, ceramics and 
composites. Advanced materials for specialized applications have emerged while better 
understanding and new applications of the traditional ones are continuously being 
developed. Designers more than ever before have a broader database of materials for new 
conceptual designs and also, for improving the performance and reliability of existing 
systems. 
Metals and their alloys are important for fabrication of single component 
structures or multi-component assemblies. As an example, a structure may be fabricated 
using a combination of ductile metal, a hard, wear resistant alloy of either the same base 
material or another compatible material, and a corrosion resistant material at another 
location. In some other cases, different categories of materials may be required to 
perform their respective functions in a component or system. The desire for fuel 
efficiency in the automotive, naval and aerospace industries drives their continuous 
efforts at reducing weight by using new material combinations, and hence, new 
fabrication technologies [1-2]. This is also the case with power generation, chemical, 
petrochemical, nuclear and electronics industries. 
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The revolution in materials development has not been matched with 
manufacturing capabilities. A major challenge is to join these new materials with least 
reduction in material properties [1] for creation of economically viable structures. One of 
the first materials joining processes was fusion welding [3]. This process incorporated 
heating the materials required for joining above their melting temperatures and then 
creating a bond between them during solidification. The drawbacks of the process include 
unusual grain morphologies for single material systems and a whole range of 
intermetallics when two or more metal based material systems are joined together. Solid 
State material joining processes are increasingly recognized as good alternatives to fusion 
welding, as they result in better grain morphologies, desirable material phases and better 
properties for many engineering applications, with a high degree of reliability. 
Solid state materials joining is a group of welding processes which produce 
coalescence at temperatures essentially below the melting point of the base materials 
being joined, without the addition of brazing filler metal. Pressure may or may not be 
used. This group of joining processes includes cold welding, diffusion welding, explosion 
welding, forge welding, friction welding, hot pressure welding, roll welding, and 
ultrasonic welding [4]. 
Time, temperature, and pressure are involved in most solid state processes; 
however, in some processes the time element is extremely short, in the microsecond 
range or up to a few seconds. In other cases, the time is extended to several hours. As 
temperature at the joining interface increases, time is usually reduced. For those solid 
state processes which utilize strain; as strain rate increases, time is usually reduced. 
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The work described in this dissertation involves developing a fundamental 
materials based understanding of a solid state joining process, Ultrasonic Consolidation. 
The engineering objective of this work is to establish a fundamental physics and 
materials based understanding of the processing parameters and methodologies for 
fabricating structures using UC. The objective will be approached by using a dislocation 
density based finite element method for studying the deformation response during UC 
processing. The detailed tasks related to the objective are provided in Chapter 3. 
UC is a low temperature process and involves plastic deformation of material 
interfaces by means of a rotating sonotrode vibrated at ultrasonic frequencies [5]. The 
effect of various processing parameters on the global strength, local strength, and amount 
and quality of the bonding at the interface will be computationally studied using a 
dislocation based nonlocal, nonlinear and large deformation crystal plasticity model [6] 
that predicts the macroscopic deformation response in terms of mesoscopic (size range 
varying from 1nm to 1µm) aggregate dislocation variables. The global strength in this 
scenario can be defined as the aggregate strength of the part whereas the local strength 
can be defined as the bond strength at the mating interface consolidated using the UC. 
The model will have the capabilities to predict ultrasonic softening and other local 
phenomena such as deformation, subgrain fragmentation, and thermal softening due to 
frictional heating at the interface when applied to polycrystalline material sheets of the 
same or different material(s) being joined using UC. The results will be validated against 
available literature [5,7]. This will further lead to an optimized set of processing 
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parameters and initial material combinations for UC which otherwise requires numerous 
full factorial experiments to determine optimized parameters. 
The reason behind choosing the dislocation based approach towards modeling the 
UC process is because of its significant advantages over the available continuum 
counterparts [8-10]. The most profound advantage is its ability to predict dislocation 
densities, which can be easily validated by performing measurements using a 
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) and computing the total dislocation length per 
unit volume [11] or using etch-pit techniques and obtaining the number of dislocations 
per unit area [12]. Similarly, other advantages are its capabilities of predicting local and 
global strengths as a function of grain orientation along with applied loading, an ability to 
correlate dislocation measures with subgrain fragmentation and the evolution of the local 
metallurgical contact at the UC interfaces with evolving nonlinear deformation, which 
has never been realized before in the competing counterparts. The local metallurgical 
contact in this scenario is the amount of metallurgical bonding at the UC interface which 
results from the plastic interlocking of the mating surfaces due to applied boundary 
conditions.   
The major disadvantage of this approach is moderately long computational times, 
which restricts its practical application for simulating the deformation response when the 
size scales are about ten times or larger than the thickness dimension of an individual foil 
undergoing UC processing (i.e. greater than 1mm). However, this disadvantage can be 
eradicated by formulating well-informed homogenization models based on the 
dislocation based approach. This homogenization is beyond the scope of this research 
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project, but is anticipated as follow-on to this research. A future homogenized model will 
be of importance for two primary reasons. First, the homogenized model will be able to 
predict the in-situ deformation response of much larger size scales while significantly 
reducing the computational time required for simulations. Second, the model will be used 
as a reverse-engineering tool for correlating the in-service stress tractions applied on the 
finished product with the materials, microstructures, build and layering strategies of the 
constituent foils during UC processing. 
The successful completion of this research project will contribute significantly to 
the following research areas associated with UC. 
• Better understanding of the effect of UC processing parameters on interfacial 
characteristics. 
• Analytical optimization of process parameters for a given set of materials to 
be bonded. This will dramatically reduce the need for full factorial studies of 
processing parameters. 
• Ability to model the effects of changes in sonotrode design and texture. This 
would otherwise require significant trial and error with surface texturing 
techniques like laser etching and electrical discharge machining [13] and their 
processing parameters.  
• Prediction of the suitability of new materials for UC processing. These 
predictions will be faster than the rigorous experiments required for testing 
new materials with UC.  This will also provide significant cost savings. 
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1.2 Background Information 
The following literature survey provides with relevant experimental, theoretical 
and empirical information leading to the advent of UC Process for fabrication of single 
and multi-material parts. Since UC is a layer-based manufacturing process which 
proceeds by joining the sheets of same or different materials in an additive fashion, the 
interface between two mating surfaces coming in intimate contact using UC comprises of 
multi-scale material deformation phenomenon. Different aspects of the material 
deformation phenomenon will be also reviewed in the literature survey to formulate the 
objectives for the current work followed by a research approach to implement a 
numerical framework incorporating these aspects of material deformation at the UC 
interface. 
1.2.1  Ultrasonic Metal Welding 
In ultrasonic welding, high frequency vibration energy is applied between two 
materials to produce metallurgical bonding between them. The materials to be welded are 
placed between a stationary anvil and a vibrating sonotrode (Figure 1). The vibration and 
applied normal force causes friction and temperature rise between the two materials to be 
joined.  
In metals the friction cleans the contact surface by pulverizing and partly 
displacing contaminants and oxides from the contacting surfaces, thereby establishing 
metallurgical bonds between them. The welding mechanism involves normal and 
oscillating shear forces, creating small spot welds, which progressively become a full 
weld on the weld surface with less than 5% plastic deformation of the materials [14]. This 
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technology has been used to weld a range of similar and dissimilar materials for several 
decades. In polymers, the parts to be joined are subjected to ultrasonic vibrations of 20 to 
40 KHz frequency at right angles to the contact area. Alternating high frequency stresses 
generate heat and melting of the polymer materials at the joint interface to produce a 
good quality weld. Ultrasonically weldable materials include some similar and dissimilar 
metals, polymer and polymer composites; and metal to ceramic materials, and metal to 
polymer composites [14-15]. When compared to other welding techniques, ultrasonic 
welding is characterized by low energy input. According to Daniels [14], the welding 
temperature developed during ultrasonic metal welding is not more than 40% of the 
melting temperature of the parent material. This technology is applicable to welding sheet 
materials as well as wires to sheets or plates. 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic of the ultrasonic metal welding process. 
In ultrasonic metal welding, the vibration of the sonotrode is typically parallel to 
the interface between work pieces to be welded. The variables that influence the quality 
of welds are applied normal force, ultrasonic power (vibration amplitude and frequency) 
and welding time. Frequency and ambient temperature are often fixed. The variables have 
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to be optimized for every combination of materials welded. The conditions of the 
surfaces to be welded in terms of the roughness is very important; the lower the surface 
roughness, the better the weld. As such, polished surfaces will yield stronger bonds than 
rougher surfaces. Cleaning the work piece is not necessary for bonding, however clean 
surfaces yield better reproducibility and stronger bonds. The energy required to weld a set 
of materials depends on their hardness and thickness. The harder the material, the higher 
the weld energy needed for effective weld. Also, for a given material, the thicker it is, the 
higher the weld energy required. Table 1 shows combinations of ultrasonically weldable 
metals as compiled by O’Brien [16]. 
 
Table 1: Binary Combinations of Ultrasonically Weldable Materials [16] 
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1.2.2  Additive Manufacturing Processes 
Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes are a group of related advanced 
manufacturing technologies used to fabricate complex 3-dimensional solid objects 
directly from computer aided design (CAD) solid models without the use of molds. The 
technologies are also known by other names such as solid freeform fabrication (SFF), 
rapid prototyping (RP), layered manufacturing (LM), digital manufacturing (DM) and e-
manufacturing [17]. A common feature of the processes is the numerical decomposition 
of the CAD solid models into thin horizontal layers before data transfer to the machine 
for fabrication. During fabrication, the computer sequentially sends geometrical details of 
the layers starting from the bottom of the 3D model for direct physical replication by the 
AM machine until the final object is completely fabricated. Some of the AM techniques 
include stereolithography (SLA), selective laser sintering (SLS), fused deposition 
modeling (FDM), 3D printing, laser engineered net shaping (LENS), laminated object 
manufacturing (LOM) and Ultrasonic Consolidation (UC). All the technologies produce 
objects by adding materials rather than removing materials. The major differences 
between them are: (1) materials used, and (2) part building technique [18-20]. The 
technologies have been widely used for the fabrication of prototypes, as one of the design 
and development stages for product manufacture [18-19]. Other applications include 
rapid tooling (RT) [21-22], repair of damaged mechanical components [23], medical 
implants, device fabrication [24-27], and for other end-use functional components. The 
abilities of AM technologies to fabricate complex objects without the use of molds offer 
designers a window of opportunities for novel designs that would otherwise have been 
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impossible with traditional manufacturing techniques. High levels of geometrical 
complexities can now be designed for manufacture with little or no restrictions for most 
of the AM technologies. AM also offers a wide range of possibilities including 
fabrication of structures with spatial material heterogeneity, direct build of multi-
component assemblies, and the fabrication of materially graded structures – in density 
and composition [19,25]. There is the potential to deposit materials just where they are 
needed with AM technologies. 
 
1.2.3  Ultrasonic Consolidation 
Ultrasonic Consolidation (UC) is a solid-state fabrication process that combines 
ultrasonic metal welding, additive manufacturing techniques and milling to produce three 
dimensional freeform objects. The process uses the power of high frequency ultrasonic 
vibration at low amplitude to bond thin foils of materials to form solid objects. It 
combines normal and oscillating shear forces on mating foils; and the resulting friction 
forces between the materials fractures and displaces surface oxides from the materials. 
These surfaces bond by direct contact under modest pressure and temperatures that are 
less than half of the melting point of the materials. The materials are thus metallurgically 
bonded [28]. Fractured oxides and surface impurities in the materials are distributed in 
the bond zone. The process combines the layer-by-layer addition of foils with contour 
milling using the integrated 3-axis CNC machining facilities to produce desired 
component geometry. It is therefore both an additive and subtractive process. Thus, 
fabrication using UC involves the generic AM process in which a solid CAD model is 
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numerically sliced into thin horizontal layers which are sequentially sent to the UC 
machine to build the part from bottom up. 
The foil material thickness is used as the layer thickness for the component in the 
machine code. Apart from removing the substrate upon which the deposition is made 
after fabrication is completed, no further machining of the part is required, making it a 
net shape fabrication process. Some noTable advantages of the solid state UC process are 
as follows [28]. 
• No process associated high-temperature or airborne powder safety hazards. 
• No atmospheric control is required. 
• As low temperature is involved on the small volume of material affected, less 
energy is needed. 
• Embrittlement, residual stress, distortion and dimensional changes are greatly 
reduced with low temperature processing. 
The UC machine consists of a welding horn, also known as a sonotrode, which 
exerts normal force and oscillatory high-frequency vibration on the materials to be 
welded. Welding takes place on a substrate fixed on a heated plate. The UC machine is 
designed for automatic foil material feed, but materials can also be fed manually. Figure 
2 shows the schematic view of the ultrasonic consolidation process. 
Ultrasonic consolidation is applicable for rapid tooling for injection molding, 
extrusion, vacuum forming tools and others. It is also used for fabricating tools with 
conformal cooling channels [28]. Previous work has demonstrated other potential 
applications of UC. These include honeycomb structure fabrications [29]; embedding 
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shape memory alloy (SMA) fibers and silicon carbide fibers in an aluminum matrix [28-
34]; and embedded electronic structures [35]. The multi-material capabilities of UC were 
demonstrated by Janaki Ram et al. [36] in their work in which copper, brass, nickel, 
inconel 600, AISI 347 stainless steel, stainless steel AISI 304 wire mesh, MetPreg, and 
aluminum alloy 2024 were individually welded to aluminum 3003 H18 materials. 
Domack and Baughman [37] fabricated graded nickel and titanium materials using UC. 
Obielodan and Stucker [38-39] have also demonstrated UC multi-material capabilities by 
welding different combinations of molybdenum, tantalum, titanium, copper, silver, 
nickel, aluminum alloys 1100, 3003, and 6061, and boron powder. 
 
 
Figure 2: Schematic of the UC process. 
The primary process parameters in UC fabrications are vibration amplitude, 
temperature, welding speed, and normal force [30]. Other parameters that can affect weld 
quality include welding sonotrode roughness, materials surface finish [40], and sonotrode 
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displacement relative to machine specified material width in an automated material feed 
system [41]. The optimum process parameters for different materials like aluminum 
alloys 3003 and 6061; stainless steel 316L; and Al/SiC metal matrix composite have been 
experimentally determined in earlier work [29-30,32-34,38,40-43]. 
The bonding mechanisms of ultrasonically consolidated foils as explained by 
Janaki Ram et al. [40] highlighted the dominant factors influencing good bonding 
between two foils of materials. The ability to plastically deform the foils under the action 
of the normal and oscillating shear forces acting at the interface of the mating foils is of 
paramount importance as it helps in breaking the hard surface oxides and repeatedly 
deforming the surface asperities thereby exposing atomically clean surfaces for 
metallurgical bonding between the mating foils during the weld cycle. Successful 
welding between two mating foils can be a measure of how well the surface oxides of the 
foil materials can be removed as well as the ease of surface deformation. According to 
Obielodan and Stucker [39] at least one of the two materials being bonded at any time 
must be plastically deformable under the action of the normal and oscillating shear forces 
of the sonotrode. Figure 3 illustrates the primary UC bonding mechanism. 
Macroscopic strength parameters can be used to quantify the quality of the bond 
obtained between material foils during UC processing, such as measurement of tensile 
and shear strengths using tensile and 3-point bend tests. Additionally, there are two 
microstructural parameters which quantify the amount and quality of UC bonding: the 
amount of grain fragmentation (Figure 4) [5] and linear welding density (LWD). The 
LWD can be measured as the ratio of bonded length to the total interface length (Figure 
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5) [40]. The higher the amount of grain fragmentation, the more embrittlement will take 
place at the interface. Similarly, a high amount of LWD will ensure that the materials 
undergoing UC are adhered metallurgically. Hence, a higher amount of LWD and smaller 
amount of grain fragmentation, which should be mostly near the interface, support better 
bonding at the UC interface. 
It can be inferred from Figure 5 that a lower LWD results in the inter-layer region 
since the previously deposited foils are damaged by the sonotrode horn while traversing 
which causes difficulty in interfacial void closure. On the contrary, the base plate is 
surface machined and its smooth top surface provides ideal conditions for the virgin foil 
to get deposited over it during UC. 
 
 
Figure 3: Bonding mechanism in UC. (a) Surface asperities making contact, (b) Breaking 
of surface oxides begins, (c) Exposed clean surfaces in intimate contact are bonded, (d) 
and (e) Growth in the bonding area, (f) 100% linear weld density achieved [39]. 
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Figure 4: Ion beam induced secondary electron micrograph showing smooth to smooth 
interface (polished top of the bottom foil) following ultrasonic welding showing minimal 
subgrain refinement in and around the interface. Mostly, the bond is due to the plastic 
deformation involved [5]. 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Microstructures of UC deposits (longitudinal Section). Arrows indicate welding 
direction for each layer [40]. The black artifacts show lack of joining during UC. The 
Figure clearly indicates a higher amount of surface damage (plastic work caused by the 
sonotrode horn) in the previously deposited foils causing less LWD in the interlayer 
region whereas the base plate has been already machined in the beginning and shows 
almost 100% bonding and no signs of interfacial defects in between Layer 1 and the 
baseplate. 
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1.2.4  UC Materials 
Ultrasonic Consolidation has the ability to produce metallurgical adhesion 
between the material combinations shown in Table 1 with proper choice of parameters. 
One of the most common materials studied under UC is the Al 3003 alloy. Al 3003 alloys 
are readily available in various heat deformation treated conditions for production of UC 
parts. Generally, the substrate consists of the Al 3003–H14 alloy, whereas the foils are 
generally composed of either the Al 3003-H18 or Al 3003-O alloys [38-39]. Other alloys 
of interest as foil materials in the Aluminum family are Al 6061 and Al 2024, 
respectively [36,38-39]. Tables 2, 3 and 4 provide the composition, heat/deformation 
treatment conditions and the uniaxial tensile properties of these alloys.  Al 3003 alloy is 
face-centered cubic (FCC) in nature. Since FCC materials have twelve complete slip 
systems, therefore these materials have good slip system activity which further leads to 
easier joining during ultrasonic consolidation. It has also been demonstrated that 
materials with limited slip system activity and relatively higher hardness, such as 
commercially pure Body Centered Cubic (BCC) Molybdenum, Tantalum and 
Hexagonally Closed Packed (HCP) Titanium [44] and Ti6Al4V comprising α-HCP and 
β-BCC can also undergo UC processing. 
 
Table 2: Composition of Al Alloys Generally Considered for UC 
Al Alloy Composition 
Al 2024 Al-1.2Mn-0.12Cu 
Al 3003 Al-4.5Cu-1.5Mg 
Al 6061 Al–1.0Mg–0.6Si–0.7Fe–0.3Cu–0.2Cr–
0.15Mn–0.25Zn–0.15Ti 
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Table 3: Various Thermal/Deformation Treated Variations of Al 3003 Alloy for UC  
Al 3003 Heat/Deformation Condition Sequential Thermal/Deformation Processing 
O Annealed, softest possible condition 
H14 Cold work that gives a tensile strength midway 
between O and H18 tempers. 
H18 Cold work that gives about 75% reduction. 
 
Table 4: Uniaxial Tensile Properties of Al Alloys Generally Considered for UC 
Al Alloy Yield Strength 
(MPa) 
Tensile Strength 
(MPa) 
Elongation(%) 
Al 2024 280 490 17 
Al 3003-O 40 110 30 
Al 3003-H14 155 155 8 
Al 3003-H18 190 205 4 
Al 6061 45-50 113-117 10-10.5 
 
1.2.5  Constitutive Modeling of Materials During UC 
The continuum properties of the complicated parts created using the UC 
technique are direct functions of the amount, type and micromechanics of the bonded 
interface, and the heterogeneous grain structures which are present in the starting foils 
and which are transformed during UC processing. These interfacial scales can be studied 
fundamentally using Electron microscopy and could be used to correlate the atomic and 
mesoscopic mechanisms of deformation to their continuum counterparts.  
A dislocation density based Crystal plasticity finite element method (DDCP-
FEM) model has the capabilities to capture the statistical distribution of dislocations, 
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partials and various intricate mechanisms at the bonding interface as inputs to predict the 
macroscopic deformation profiles when sufficient boundary conditions viz. energy, 
normal force, ultrasonic frequency of 20 MHz and temperature are applied as the 
boundary conditions/ parameters of the UC process. 
The key assumptions associated with this methodology are: 
1. The model is valid for thermally activated dislocation jump and work 
hardening due to dislocation interactions. Secondary phase hardening and 
their athermal shearing by dislocation partials have not been taken into 
account, but are within the realm of modeling. 
2. The initial stored dislocation content has been assumed to be the same in all 
slip systems.   
3. Non-schmid slip as observed for example in the case of Nickel-based 
superalloys at moderately high temperatures [45], but has not been taken 
included (although it could be included). 
4. Since the number density of dislocations is large, a Boltzmann distribution has 
been assumed for the aggregate dislocation velocity in terms of mesoscopic 
energy terms. The aggregate velocity of dislocations will assume a quiet 
different form in the case of perfect single crystals and whiskers. 
5. The misfit dislocations at grain and other cohesive material boundaries have 
not been accounted for in the model. In future modeling activities, these misfit 
dislocations will be computed as a function of misorientation between the 
adjacent grains [46]. 
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Large Deformation Crystal Plasticity: Most polycrystalline materials reveal a 
nonrandom distribution of their grain orientations (crystallographic texture) which entails 
an overall anisotropic behavior owing to the tensorial character of most material 
properties [47]. Taylor [48] was the first to formulate a model for the relationship 
between texture and mechanics. In his approach, the local deformation for each grain is 
assumed to match the global one neglecting the micro-mechanical interaction among 
grains (full constraints model). Based on this stiff model, variants of relaxed constraints 
and self-consistent homogenization models were introduced which allow some of the 
strain constraints among the grains to be dropped [49]. 
Most polycrystal mechanics models use rather simple constitutive formulations 
where the flow and hardening rules are often described as powers laws. While for 
homogeneous materials viscoplastic formulations are useful, they reveal disadvantages 
when the simulation scale becomes so small that size effects matter [50]. Such size 
effects lead to non-uniform plastic deformation entailing strain and orientation gradients. 
Therefore, a certain number of extra dislocations must be introduced to preserve lattice 
continuity (a.k.a geometrically necessary dislocations). This means that local constitutive 
models should be extended to nonlocal ones, which can consider the interplay between 
texture and dislocation evolution on the basis of the divergent behavior of neighboring 
material points. Since local crystalline orientation gradients are necessarily associated 
with the storage of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs), it is an obvious 
requirement that a nonlocal constitutive model should be built on dislocation activity.  
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A computational model based approach which describes microstructural evolution 
during UC would be useful for UC process parameter optimization, as it provides the 
following: 
• A prediction of the macroscopic deformation response in terms of mesoscopic 
aggregate dislocation variables.  
• A prediction of the high amount of deformation at the UC material interface. 
• An explanation of local subgrain fragmentation and evolution of metallurgical 
contact at material interfaces, resulting a better understanding of UC bond 
quality. 
• Phenomena which can be verified directly using Transmission Electron 
Microscopy [11] and etch pit techniques [12], thus validating the accuracy of 
any developed model. 
• The ability to run multi-optimization problems with cost functions such as 
global strength, local strength, and the amount and quality of interfacial 
bonding (which would otherwise require numerous full factorial experiments 
to determine optimum UC process parameters).  
• Elimination of the need for numerous full factorial experiments by reducing 
optimization to a limited number of confirmatory experiments to validate the 
physics-based predictions. 
Therefore, for the above-mentioned reasons, many groups have modeled [8-10] 
the UC process using various computational techniques. However, since these modeling 
efforts were attempted at the macro-continuum size scales, they had a computational time 
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advantage over the dislocation based approach but had significant limitations when 
seeking to correlate the macroscopic phenomenological results with meso-, micro- and 
nanoscopic deformation (which are observable using microscopy).  As these smaller-
scale phenomena significantly affect the performance of UC-produced components in 
service, a computational framework which links macroscopic continuum phenomena to 
meso-, micro- and nanoscopic deformation is needed. The primary motivations for a 
dislocation based approach over a continuum approach are: 
• Experiments [51-52] have shown that plastic deformation of metals is not 
uniform. Localized shear banding always takes place irrespective of the 
macroscopic deformation mode such as compression, rolling, or tension etc. 
as shown in Figures 6-8. Classical mathematical theories of plasticity cannot 
explain this non-uniformity. 
• Analysis of finite deformation is necessary for many engineering applications, 
such as ductile fracture, metal forming, or problems involving strain 
localization (such as for material interfaces in UC (Figure 3)) since these 
phenomena involve a large amount of heterogenous deformation in one or 
more directions. As a result there has been considerable attention given to 
constitutive modeling of engineering materials for finite plastic-elastic 
deformation. 
• Continuum plasticity cannot describe the heterogeneous plastic behavior of 
crystals, whereas crystal plasticity can account for large deformations in 
crystals subjected to large loads. 
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• Dislocation based crystal plasticity can predict dislocation densities as output 
variables which can be measured using experimental techniques; whereas 
continuum plasticity provides only macro-hardness information, which can be 
measured experimentally as well but cannot be correlated at the same size 
scales at which strain localization phenomena occur (such as the deformation 
at material interfaces during UC processing (Figure3)). 
Based upon the above reasoning, a dislocation density based quasi-static crystal 
plasticity model is being developed to computationally predict microstructural evolution 
during UC, as described in the following sections. 
  
 
Figure 6: SEM images of micro-crystals: (a) 1 µm diameter sample after test showing 
intense localized shear; (b) 2 µm diameter sample after 56% shear showing activation of 
second slip plane; (c) 5 µm diameter sample before deformation; (d) sample shown in (c) 
after 90% compressive shear deformation [51]. 
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Figure 7: Shear band formed during plain strain rolling of a single crystal of copper [52]. 
 
 
Figure 8: Single crystal of aluminum deformation in tension [52]. 
 
Figure 9: Multiplicative decomposition of the total deformation gradient, F=FeFp. The 
rotation and stretching of the lattice are taken into account through the elastic 
deformation gradient Fe [53]. 
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Quasistatic Crystal Plasticity Description: The deformation map in space and 
time is described by the total deformation gradient tensor F (Figure 9). Applying the 
Kroner-Lee assumption, F is decomposed into elastic Fe and plastic gradient Fp tensors 
using multiplicative operator theory as shown in Equation (1), (Figure 9). 
 =           (1) 
The plastic deformation gradient Fp includes constant volume plastic deformation 
without disturbance of crystal lattice. Elastic distortion and rigid rotation of the lattice are 
described by a unique intermediate configuration free of local stresses. 
Dislocation Density Based Local Integration Point Equations: The flow response 
for dislocation density motivated crystal plasticity modeling in a given slip system 'α' is 
given by Equation (2) [6] (see Section 4.1) 
 =
	

	 exp 
 1 − |
| !"# $% sign*+,																																										./|+| ≥ +1233 																																																																																		0																																																			./|+| ≤ +1233
    (2) 
where the pre-exponential variable  㻌 is the upper limit of the shear rate for the case 
where the Boltzmann factor is equal to 1 in Equation (2) 
 = 67689:;<=>㻌         (3) 
and the passing stress, +1233 , caused by the parallel dislocations 
+1233 = ?@AB<=>㻌         (4) 
and the cutting stress, +6CD , at 0K caused by the forest dislocations 
+6CD = 6;68:;<=E㻌         (5) 
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where Qslip is the effective activation energy for dislocation slip. 
The incompatibility in plastic deformation gradient and nonlocal geometrical 
nonlinearity is introduced using =9FG 㻌 which computes the geometrically necessary 
dislocations required to maintain continuity throughout the material. The evolution law 
for =9FG 㻌is (see Section 4.2) 
=9FG = @: ‖∇J × *>,LM‖             (6) 
The material hardening at an integration point is both a function of =9FG and =NNG 㻌 
(statistically stored dislocation density). The evolution laws for =NNG  are generally linear 
in shear rate (see Section 4.3). 
=NNG =
?O<=E	 − ?P=NNG	  + ?RSTU1VWX =YV:UWX	  − ?Zexp	− :CW[ $ || *=NNG	 ,\*,6] (7) 
The various constants used in this modeling can be attributed to physical 
phenomena as shown in Table 5. 
 
1.2.6  Friction Modeling at the Material Interface 
 During UC 
Friction and wear play an important role during the sliding of two surfaces under 
cyclic loading, such as high cycle fatigue in turbine blades and ultrasonic processes. The 
significance of the effect of the friction coefficient on the simulation results of ultrasonic 
processes has been discussed in previous research, where it is mainly treated as a constant 
friction coefficient or a test driven friction model [8].  
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Though friction coefficient varies with pressure and temperature, variations are 
considered insignificant at room temperature and at nominal pressures and therefore is 
assumed to be a value of 0.3 [8] for Al based contacts during UC (friction measurements 
carried out at different temperatures and pressures result in a good amount of scatter). 
The friction model can be mathematically expressed as: 
D^ = _0																																												./	 D^ < a F^D^ − a F^																												./	 D^ ≥ a F^       (8) 
where D^ and F^ are shear and normal tractions respectively, and a is the coefficient of 
friction at the interface.  
 
Table 5: Physical Interpretation for Various Constants Used in the Constitutive Model  
Material 
Parameter 
Physical Meaning Prescribed 
Value 
Qslip Energy barrier for slip 3.0x10
-19J 
Qbulk Energy barrier for climb (activated at higher 
temperatures) 
2.4x10-19J 
c1 constant for passing stress 
(due to in-plane dislocations)  (Equation (3)) 
0.1 
c2 constant for jump width (Equation (4)) 2.0 
c3 constant for obstacle width (Equation (4)) 1.0 
c4 constant for lock forming rate (Equation (7)) 1.5x107m-1 
c5 constant for athermal annihilation rate (Equation (7)) 10.0 
c6 constant for dipole forming rate (Equation (7)) 1.0x10-30m-1 
c7 constant for thermal annihilation rate (Equation (7)) 1x107m5c8 
c8 constant for nonlinear climb of edge dislocation 
(Equation (7)) 
0.3 
c9 constant for energy scaling at the interface 10-3 
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The hardening at the interface will be a function of shear strain rate in each slip 
system and the normal pressure [54]. The F in Equation (9) is generally linear in both 
input variables. 
=NNG,UcDXde26X = *, ,        (9) 
 
1.2.7  Volume Softening During UC 
Most of the research work on simulating ultrasonic assisted deformation processes 
has concentrated on varying the friction coefficient to reduce the friction forces to 
account for the application of ultrasonic energy [55-58]. However, volume effects due to 
ultrasonic energy (acoustic softening) were not explicitly included in the utilized material 
models [55-58]. Siddiq and Ghassemieh [9-10] incorporated thermal and acoustic 
softening simultaneously in the conventional J2 Plasticity framework. It was found that in 
order to perform more realistic simulations of ultrasonic consolidation processes, both 
volume (acoustic softening) and surface (thermal softening) effects must be incorporated 
in the material model. Several researchers reported that during the ultrasonic 
consolidation process the material undergoes severe plastic deformation under 
compressive loading with superimposed ultrasonic energy [59-60]. Recent experimental 
microstructure evolution studies during ultrasonic assisted deformation processes have 
provided an opportunity to develop micromechanics based constitutive models that can 
predict the underlying microstructural deformation [60-61]. 
Ultrasonic energy causes the speed of dislocations to increase such that the 
extended ones contract into unit dislocations, which then cross glide freely without the 
aid of thermal activation [62]. Since the material length scale in dislocation based 
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modeling is inversely proportional to the square root of forest dislocations	<=e, the 
average speed of the dislocations would increase by incorporating the softening effect as 
shown in Equation (10) for each slip system	f. [63]. This would further result in 
decreasing the plastic yield limit in each slip system. 
=E = =E ∗ h3VeD\          (10) 
h3VeD = 1 − SCDiCD         (11) 
where SCD is an ultrasonic consolidation parameter and defined as the relative fraction of 
ultrasonic intensity taking part in the actual deformation and iCD is the ultrasonic 
intensity. 
 
1.2.8 Thermal Softening During UC 
Thermal softening during UC occurs because of the temperature increase due to 
frictional heating which manifests itself as adiabatic heating due to the enclosed nature 
and short times (4-9µs) for consolidation. It is a local phenomenon and occurs as a 
surface effect at the material interface where two foils are being consolidated. The 
temperature increment can be obtained by solving the non-homogenous heat equation 
with friction work at the UC interface being the source heat generation term (Equation 
(12)). 
^*j, k, = l*k,∅*j, + n l*k − o,/*j, o,SoD       (12) 
where  l*k,∅*j, is the solution to the homogenous heat equation. Since, the heat input to 
the system is 0 at all boundaries. The homogenous solution is therefore room temperature 
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or 293K, S(t)=1 and ∅*j, = 293s [64]. For obtaining the temperature increment as a 
function of space and time, f(x,t) has to be incorporated: 
/*j, k, = tuvwx6            (13) 
where yzXc is the modified friction work which is converted to heat and is involved in 
raising the temperature [10]. The quantities = and ? are density and specific heat per unit 
volume for the material being consolidated, respectively. For the case of Al and Al based 
alloys, the density and specific heat per unit volume can be taken to be 2.7kg/m3 and 0.91 
J/m3, respectively. 
 
1.2.9  Grain Fragmentation During UC  
at the Material Interface 
Grain fragmentation during UC [5] at the material interface is a direct function of 
the amount of GND, strain rate and temperature increment. The higher the amount of 
GND, the more the misorientation would be, as compared to the parent grain. Similarly, a 
lower strain rate and higher peak temperature at a particular location also facilitate grain 
fragmentation and are manifested as the Zener–Hollomon parameter [65]. 
 
1.2.10  Incorporation of Surface Roughness at  
Material Interface and Their Effects During UC  
 
The surface texture of the sonotrode has been shown to be important for 
ultrasonic consolidation [13,66]. When the surface roughness of the sonotrode is low, 
there is an amplitude threshold for high transmission efficiency of ultrasonic oscillation 
energy.  If the amplitude exceeds this threshold, a significant amount of the ultrasonic 
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oscillation energy is lost during the process, due to macroscopic slip between the 
sonotrode and the foils. 
The rough surface of the sonotrode, which is imprinted on the top of the foil 
undergoing UC, could increase the void level at the consolidation interface of the 
subsequent layer. However, the same imprinted roughness could increase the friction at 
the interface and bring more energy to the consolidation. A high degree of surface 
roughness on the sonotrode may more negatively influence a hard material than a soft one 
[66]. Experimentally, it has been proven that a sonotrode with an even and moderately 
rough texture with average roughness of around 6 µm should be used for the UC 
processing of Al-3003 H-18 foils [66].  
Surface texture can be incorporated in the model by performing a 3 D 
reconstruction of the sonotrode and the top surface of the foil undergoing UC using an 
optical profiler, such as the WYKO NT 800 (Figures 10,11) [13], and tweaking the FEM 
mesh accordingly.  
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Figure 10: (a) Laser etched and (b) electrical discharge machined sonotrode textures and 
the optical micrographs of the residual topologies left behind. The light areas are an 
indication of void volume/unprocessed foil material [13].  
 
 
Figure 11: Three-dimensional optical profile of the interlaminar region for an Al 3003 0 
sample produced via the parameters a) 10.41 µm, 1040 N, 34.5 mm/s. b) 14.26 µm, 
1190 N, 34.5 mm/s. 
 
1.3  Structure of the Dissertation 
 This dissertation has been prepared based on traditional, monograph format in 
accordance to the publication policy of the School of Graduate Studies, Utah State 
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University. The dissertation is divided into six chapters followed by references. The 
chapters are as follows: 
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
3. RESEARCH APPROACH  
4. FORMULATION DERIVATIONS 
5. SOLUTION STRATEGIES, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION 
6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 
Chapter 1 discussion involves research motivation, literature survey and links 
between the work described in this dissertation and the body of knowledge on which the 
study is grounded. Chapter 2 lists the objectives in lieu with the research study. Chapter 3 
provides with the research approach, timeline and research environments during the study 
to accomplish the research objectives. Chapter 4 demonstrates some individual 
contributions in developing the formulations for the numerical framework required to 
solve for the deformation at the UC interface in this study. Chapter 5 is comprised of 
results from this research study and brief discussions on understanding those results. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the research study, major conclusions from this work, and further 
future work.   
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CHAPTER 2 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
 This dissertation involves the following research objectives to be fulfilled towards 
its successful completion. These are as follows: 
• To understand various materials sciences based mechanisms involved in pure 
metallurgical contact during UC processing of materials. The two major 
mechanisms involved with the UC processing are cold working and dynamic 
recrystallization. 
• To construct a numerical framework which can incorporate the above-
mentioned mechanisms involved in UC. 
• To eliminate the need for full factorial experiments, leading to savings in 
materials, time and human resources. 
• To optimize the UC based on rigorous understanding of the above-mentioned 
mechanisms leading to elimination of “hit and miss” trial-based approaches. 
• To investigate the possibilities of UC processing with different material 
textures and sonotrode configurations. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH APPROACH 
 
3.1  Research Tasks 
Based on the research objectives stated in Chapter 2, the following research tasks 
have been identified and proposed: 
1. Formulation of a generalized physics based constitutive law to model the 
deformation behavior and micromechanics of UC interfaces based on 
available literature and from first principles for future optimization of input 
parameters fed into the UC machine. The model will be comprised of large 
deformation, nonlinear, nonlocal constructs of crystal plasticity with aggregate 
dislocation density based state variables. 
2. Modeling simple loading cases, such as simple shear and pure tension, for 
pure Aluminum and its alloys for single crystal and polycrystal scenarios by 
incorporating the generalized constitutive model proposed in task 1 with B-bar 
[67] based nonlinear 3 dimensional FEM. The results will be validated and 
verified against available experiments in the literature [6,10]. These loading 
scenarios will mimic various aspects of UC loading such as applied normal 
and shear applied loading. 
3. Incorporation of surface hardening and softening effects at the material 
interface during UC, including interface friction, thermal softening and 
informed parameters such as a threshold GND, and misorientation for 
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characterizing grain fragmentation. The mathematical constructs for including 
these effects were included in Sections 1.2.6, 1.2.8 and 1.2.9. 
4. Incorporation of volume softening effects based on ultrasonic intensity and its 
validation against available experiments in the literature. The mathematical 
constructs for incorporation of this effect is included in Section 1.2.7. 
5. Incorporation of sonotrode texture and material surface texture based on [66] 
to generate material geometries undergoing UC and to track LWD evolution 
(Section 1.2.10). 
6. To verify and validate the FEM results against available literature [5,10].  
 
3.2  Proposed Research Schedule 
The proposed research is for the duration of four years from August 2007 to June 
2011. The first two years of the Ph.D. curriculum were spent at The Ohio State 
University and the latter two at Utah State University and the University of Louisville. 
The yearly task plan based on the research tasks is shown in Table 6 below. 
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Table 6: Annual Targets for Completion of the Research Tasks and the Dissertation 
Time Proposed Research Tasks 
Years 1-2 1. Formulation and implementation of the generalized large 
deformation, nonlinear, nonlocal crystal plasticity model with 
B-bar based nonlinear FEM. 
Year 3 2. Modeling simple loading scenarios for single and 
polycrystalline Al and Al based alloys. 
3. Incorporation of surface hardening and softening effects. 
Year 4 4. Incorporation of volume hardening effects. 
5. Incorporation of sonotrode texture and material surface texture 
and tracking the LWD evolution. 
6. Verification and validation of the FEM results based on 
completed tasks 1-5. 
7. Dissertation Completion 
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CHAPTER 4 
FORMULATION DERIVATIONS 
 
4.1  Constitutive Law: An Insight 
The dislocation motion inside a metallic crystal occurs on set geometric planes, 
also known as slip systems. These slip systems generally constitute the closest packed 
crystal plane and direction (as the atoms are in contact with each other) for atomic motion 
to take effect. For example, in the case of FCC Aluminum metal and most of its alloy 
variants, the slip system is {111}<110> ({} represents the slip plane and < > represents 
the slip direction). 
A mobile dislocation on this slip system is resisted by two kinds of obstacles. 
These are (a) in-plane parallel dislocations and/or second phase particles, and (b) out-of 
plane forest dislocations and/or other pinning sites. A schematic of these barriers to 
dislocation motion is provided in Figure 12. Generally, the motion of a mobile 
dislocation is characterized by a wave equation, with wavelength represented by the 
average inter-forest dislocation distance (λforest) wavelength and attack frequency as a 
probabilistic function of shear stress resolved geometrically (RSS, + ), temperature, 
resistance shear stress due to continuous parallel dislocation field (+1233 ), activation 
energy for slipping of the half plane dislocation by a single burgers’ vector (Qslip) and the 
activation volume (Vα). The following is a comprehensive derivation of the constitutive law 
from the first principles. 
The flow rule can be derived as shown in Equations (14-16). Since, we require 
two sets of equations for the Finite Element Methodlogy, one will be supplied through 
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the constitutive model and the other through the discrete mechanical equilibrium 
equations. 
 
 
Figure 12: Dislocation network in a slip system of a FCC crystal. 
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4.2  GND Evolution 
In 1953, Nye [68] showed that the gradients of the plastic slips ′o of a single 
crystal (α is the index of the slip system) also have a physical meaning: they represent a 
subSection of the underlying dislocation structure, which is regularly called 
Geometrically Necessary Dislocations (GNDs). GNDs are the mesoscopic counterpart of 
continuum kinematic hardening, and since it assumes a strain gradient form it also 
incorporates size effects quantifying the length-scale dependence. A formal derivation of 
the GND evolution is given below. 
 
 
Figure 13: Closure problem, burger vector closes the burgers’ circuit caused because of a 
+ve mobile dislocation in the loop causing plastic deformation. 
 
1. The burgers’ circuit relates the burgers vector (B,discrete) and the plastic 
component of the deformation gradient (, continuum) as follows: 
B = ∮1S|        (17) 
2. Multiplying both sides by an arbitrary constant vector, ? we get 
?. B = ?. ∮ 1S|        (18) 
?. B = ∮ ?. 1S| = ∮1?. S|      (19) 
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3. Applying Stokes’ theorem we get 
?. B = n[∇ ×1?]. S       (20) 
4. Since, the introduced vector was a constant, Equation (20) can be further 
reduced to: 
?. B = n[∇ ×1]?. S = n c. [∇ × 1] S    (21) 
5. Hence, the burgers’ vector can be rewritten as the plastic component of the 
deformation gradient integrated over the area of the burgers’ circuit. 
B = n[∇ × 1] S       (22) 
or	the	burger	unit	vector	can	be	written	as: 
B = n− S        (23) 
where  is denoted as the Nye tensor, given by: 
 = @|:| [∇ × 1]        (24) 
6. The evolution of the Nye tensor time derivative results in GND evolution in 
the edge dislocation normal, edge dislocation tangent and screw dislocation 
directions as follows: 
 = @|:| [∇ × 1 ]        (25) 
From continuum mechanics, the time evolution of plastic deformation gradient is 
given: 
1 = 11          (26) 
From crystal plasticity, for FCC crystals with 12 slip systems; oand denote 
the slip direction and slip plane normal, respectively   
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 1 = ∑ *o ⊗,@\@          (27) 
which further leads to 
 = @|:|∑ *o ⊗ [∇ × 1],@\@ %      (28) 
with GND evolution (= )in each slip systemα given by the latter part in the tensor  
outer product associated with the slip plane normal. 
= = @|| [∇ × 1]         (29) 
 
4.3  SSD Evolution 
SSD is the immobile dislocation density content which is present in a crystalline 
material in its as-received condition. A number of processes cause its evolution in time: 
 
4.3.1  Immobilization of Mobile Dislocation Content 
When a mobile dislocation interacts with its out-of-plane forest counterpart, it 
becomes immobilized after travelling a certain distance LA. LA is inversely proportional 
to the forest dislocation content. 
 ∝ @x           (30) 
The	frequency	of	immobilization	*F¥¦¦§,	can	then	be	calculated	as: 
UYYV: = ©ª«           (31) 
From Orowan’s equation, the resolved shear strain can be related to the average velocity 
of dislocations as = =YV:UWX B¬. The rate of immobilization can then be given as: 
=NNG,@ ∝ =YV:UWX UYYV:          (32) 
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Hence, SSD evolution due to immobilization of mobile dislocations in a slip system is 
given by: 
=NNG,@ = ?O<=E         (33) 
where	?O	is a constant quantifying lock forming rate due to interaction between two 
dislocations. 
 
4.3.2  Interaction Between Mobile and  
Immobile Dislocations	
The second process is the interaction of mobile dislocations of one slip system 
with the immobile dislocations on the same system. It is assumed that this interaction 
mechanism will cause a decrease of the immobile dislocation density. This mechanism is 
especially important at low temperatures, where the probability of thermally activated 
cross slip of screw dislocations and climb of edge dislocations are very small. However, 
at elevated temperatures, annihilation by cross slip can be regarded as being included in 
this term. Calculating the meeting frequency of one mobile dislocation with another 
immobile one of the same slip system one can derive the nonthermal annihilation rate 
[69]. 
=NNG,\ = −?P=NNG          (34) 
where the	constant	?P quantifies athermal annihilation of dislocations. 
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4.3.3  Thermally Activated Annihilation  
by Climb of Edge Dislocations	
For Aluminum and its variants, this term is responsible for decrease in the 
immobilized dislocation density content. In general the climb motion of an edge 
dislocation is based on the viscous motion of the vacancies and is given by: 
=NNG,­ = −?Zexp ®"¯ $ || *=NNG ,\*,6]     (35) 
 where the constant ?Z quantifies thermal annihilation of dislocations.   
 
4.3.4  Dislocation Dipoles	
These cause positive (half plane above the dislocation tangent line) and negative 
(half plane below the dislocation tangent line) mobile dislocations at a distance, to 
increase the immobilized dislocation density as follows: 
=NNG,O = ?RS°¥±§²³,=YV:UWX        (36) 
where the constant	?Rquantifies the rate of dipole formation. 
The overall evolution of the immobilized dislocation density content can therefore be 
stated as: 
 =NNG ==NNG,@ +=NNG,\ + =NNG,­ + =NNG,O                                                                 (37) 
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CHAPTER 5 
SOLUTION STRATEGIES, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
5.1  Solution Strategy 
The global and local solution strategy developed for solving the crystal plasticity 
constitutive model in Section 1.2.5 is shown in Table 7.  
 
Table 7: Solution Strategy for Solving the Crystal Plasticity Constitutive Model with 
Nonlinear FEM. 
 
 
First, the applied loading is applied incrementally as load steps. Next, at the 
beginning of each load step (k+1), various nodal and integration point variables such as 
displacement (´,, plastic deformation gradient (1,, SSD and GND are initialized to their 
converged counterparts obtained in the previous load steps. After the initialization, an 
iterative procedure is opted to solve for the local integration point variables. In every 
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iteration (i), a local integration is performed via the B-Bar scheme to compute the stress, 
plastic deformation gradient and the hardness due to immobilized dislocation content 
(SSD). The stress is then resolved on a slip system to obtain the resolved shear stress 
(RSS,+) followed by plastic shear strain rate  which further leads to the calculation of 
the stiffness matrix (C) at the integration point followed by a nodal updated tangent 
modulus (K) as a function of displacement. The tangent modulus is a measure of local 
stress with respect to local strain. This tangent modulus in uniaxial tensile plasticity is 
lower than the Young’s modulus (E) since the force required to glide the dislocations is 
less than the force required in moving perfect atomic planes. After the calculation of 
nodal tangent modulus, the internal nodal force based on stresses at the integration point 
and the integration algorithm (B-Bar) is used to calculate the force residual (Q). Solving 
the matrix-inversion problem posed in B (II) in Table 7, an increment in the displacement 
(∆´) is obtained for the current iteration (i). The increment in displacement is added to 
the current displacement for updating its value for the next iteration (i+1), if required. 
The increment in GND is calculated at this stage. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 
14. First, the plastic deformation gradient (1) is linearly extrapolated from local 
integration points to the corresponding nodes. Next, the nodal value of  1 is averaged out 
since the node under consideration is connected to other elements. The curl (∇ ×
1, is calculated and returned to the integration points from their corresponding 
nodes. The curl (∇ × 1, at integration points is multiplied by appropriate material 
variables to obtain GND for screw and edge dislocations in their normal and tangential 
directions respectively. To ensure that the local integration point has converged, the 
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increments in	, SSD and GND are compared against their respective threshold upper 
bounds. This is followed by global convergence, where the absolute value of the force 
residual (Q) is compared against a global threshold. Once, both the local and global 
convergences are ensured, various nodal and integration point variables are predicted for 
the next load step and the same sequence described here, is repeated for the next load step 
(k+1). 
 
 
Figure 14: Procedure to determine the slip-rate gradients within 3D trilinear elements 
with B-bar integration. The interpolation of the ?´¶|· ¸U¹ is performed via an eight-noded 
solid element with (2×2×2) integration.  
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5.2  Feasibility Case Studies 
In general, a model formulation in solid mechanics is accompanied with model 
validation. For modeling the UC case, it is important to test the model for its correctness 
with a scenario in which the complicated boundary conditions are bifurcated into their 
simpler counterparts. For this reason, the simultaneous mixed boundary conditions 
including normal compressive load and simple shear in UC is individually tested with 
single and polycrystalline pure aluminum and Al3003-H18 alloy, respectively. The 
results are validated with their corresponding experiments in the literature [6,10] to 
understand the flaws in the formulation and to investigate if the model has to be supplied 
with more microstructural information and mechanisms for modeling the UC related 
material behavior. A brief description of the individual numerical experiments is 
described in this Section. 
 
5.2.1  Simple Shear of Aluminum Single Crystal  
A pure aluminum single crystal with dimensions 3.1mm x 2.2mm x 2mm has 
been subjected to simple shear with applied shear rate being 2.6 x 10-4 s-1 [6] and the 
initial orientation of the crystal given by the Bunge-Euler angle (ZXZ) triad as 
1 = 3.4°, Φ = 37.6°, 2 = 36.5°. The initial value of the stored dislocation (SSD) content 
was 1.5x1011m-2 [6]. This initial SSD corresponds to a shear yield stress of 7MPa 
(directly proportional to<=NNG), which has been experimentally observed in the simple 
shear experiment performed on the single crystalline pure aluminum sample. The entire 
lattice has been assumed to be free of any lattice compatibility curvatures in the initial 
instant, which leads to an initial geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) content of 0. 
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The total number of elements constructed for FEM analysis is 192. The applied boundary 
conditions are shown in Figure 15. The simulation results and their match with the 
experiments [6] are shown in Figures (16-19). 
Dislocation Induced Deformation Mechanisms: From Figure 16, it can be inferred 
that the constitutive model in Section 2.3 can predict various dislocation induced 
mechanisms during different deformation stages of a typical face centered cubic (fcc) 
crystal structure. This includes stage 1 deformation, comprising single slip system 
activation and quick dislocation dissipation from bulk to the surfaces, stage 2, comprising 
multiple slip system activation, and stage 3, comprising dislocation saturation and cross 
slip.  
 
 
Figure 15: Applied boundary conditions for single crystal pure aluminum. 
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Figure 16: Prediction capability of the model matching dislocation induced mechanisms 
in various stages of single crystal deformation. 
 
The results in Figure 16 are also significant from the point of view that a 
continuum simulation generally fails in demonstrating all the stages of material 
deformation since the continuum description assumes a power-law type of stress-strain 
behavior and ignores the sequential activation of slip systems as the single crystal rotates 
throughout its deformation. The results also match well the experiments of simple shear 
experiments across a five times change in stress and an average shear strain ranging from 
0.0 to 0.6 [6] as shown in Figure 17.  
GND Profiles with Sample Location: GND is a very important variable in 
characterizing the material deformation since it computes the amount of crystal rotation 
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as a function of progressive deformation. A higher value of GND signifies more crystal 
rotation and more inhomogenous plastic deformation. For the aluminum single crystal 
considered here, the simple shear forces the dislocations in the bulk to dissipate more and 
more at the surfaces since this helps in minimizing the free energy during progressive 
deformation. To test whether the inhomogenous plastic deformation occurs at sample 
surfaces, the GND is plotted against sample dimension “2” (demonstrated in Figure 15) 
in Figure 18. Indeed, the locations near the bottom and top surfaces tend to have a higher 
value of GND than the central location at an instant in time. Moreover, the GND at 
surfaces, also increase at a faster rate than the GND at the center signifying a higher rate 
of inhomogenous plastic deformation near the surfaces with progressive deformation.     
 
 
Figure 17: Deformation match between the actual experiments and simulation prediction. 
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Figure 18: GND distribution with y-direction (dimension “2” in Figure 12). 
 
Size Effects: From Figure 15 and Equation (38), it is clear that if we decrease the 
sample height then the bottom and top surface area with respect to the sample volume 
would increase. Therefore, the amount of dislocation activity increases at the surfaces, 
which results in an increase of stresses per unit volume after initial yielding. The same 
effect is manifested when the height along the direction is set to be (1/2) and (1/10) of the 
initial height as shown in Figure 19. 
*V1º»VDDVY,NCde26X	2dX2¼VWCYX = \*½UTD¾×:dX2TD¾,¿XUz¾D×»dX2TD¾×½UTD¾ ∝ @¿XUz¾D	    (38) 
for constant breadth and width. 
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Figure 19: Average shear stress vs. average applied shear strain with change in height. 
 
5.2.2  Uniaxial Tension of Polycrystalline Al-3003 H-18 
An Al3003-H18 polycrystalline alloy with dimensions 150µmx150µmx150µm 
(sized to match the UC foil thickness for Al 3003 foils commonly used of ~150µm) has 
been subjected to uniaxial tension. The Al3003 alloy material is chosen for this study 
since it is one of the materials widely used for UC processing. The Qslip i.e. the 
activation energy for slip, for this case has been modified to 2.6x10-19J [65] which is 
generally applicable for all aluminum alloys.  
In this case (Figure 20), 648 elements have been generated for the FEM analysis 
with 24 random cubic grains. The elements divide the continuous sample geometry into 
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smaller finite and discrete subdomains for carrying out numerical calculations. The cubic 
grains signify that the elements contained in them share a certain crystallographic 
orientation. The initial stored dislocation content (SSD) was set to 5x1013m-2. The ideal 
initial stored dislocation content should have been 3.7x1013m-2 (Equations (39-40)) 
though that would have represented the yield stress in the crystalline orientation (ZXZ 
triad) mentioned in Section 5.2.1. Hence, by volume integrating this SSD content with 
three dimensional crystalline orientation and further normalization leads to an initial SSD 
content of 5x1013m-2 in this case. 
xÀÀÁ,«8ÂÂ8xÀÀÁ,Ã"Äv	« =  NÅN	Ve	W­­NÅN	Ve	>CdX	W$\ × NÆVe	1CdX	WNÆVe	W­­$\     (39) 
Since the Shear Yield Strength (SYS) of Al3003 is 110 MPa and SYS of pure Al 
is 7 MPa in the crystalline orientation mentioned in Section 5.2.1 with same shear 
moduli, we have: 
=NNG,W­­ = *1.5 × 10@@, × @@Z $\ ≈ 3.7 × 10@­		     (40) 
The geometrically necessary dislocation content (GND) has been set to 0 for the 
same reasons mentioned in Section 5.2.1. The random orientation is represented in terms 
of ZXZ Bunge-Euler angle triad shown in the Appendix. The angles are obtained by 
generating random angles in radians in the closed interval [2Ê, Ê, 2Ê] characterizing the 
grain orientations.  
Average Stress-Strain Deformation Response: The uniaxial tension results 
obtained from the simulation match pretty well with the experiments [10] and are shown 
in Figure 21. The slight disagreement in results obtained from simulation and 
experiments can be attributed to the following reasons: 
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Figure 20: Uniaxial tensile boundary conditions with arrested degrees of freedom at the 
bottom. The thick lines show the cubic grain boundaries.  
 
• While calculating the plastic deformation during experiments [10], the plastic 
deformation is computed using the small deformation theory where the total 
strain is assumed to be only the sum of elastic and plastic counterparts. In the 
simulations, a large deformation theory has been implemented since the final 
goal of these simulations is to correctly solve the large deformation behavior 
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in UC processing. Henceforth, the results are offset due to different 
assumptions for the constitutive material models. 
• Also, computation of the plastic deformation is subjected to the level of 
discretization in the simulations. Better convergence with experimental results 
could be achieved by finer meshing of the Al-3003 H18 solid. 
• The number of grains has been assumed to be only 24 and all cubic in shape. 
The actual samples may have a different number of grains (the granular 
microstructure using a scanning electron microscope has not been provided in 
[10]). Similarly, cubic grains have more sharp edges than actual grains in a 
polycrystalline sample. By assuming the cubic shape, the worst case scenario 
of stress-strain response has been computed in the simulations. 
The average plastic strain in this case has been computed in the current 
configuration from Equations (41) and (42). 
Ë = ÌÍ * − XX ,	        (41) 
Ë, ¬Î = ∑Ï1∑¼          (42) 
where Ep is the plastic strain, F is the total deformation gradient, Fe is the elastic 
deformation gradient and V is the volume at an integration point, respectively. Also, 
Ep,avg represents the volume averaged plastic strain.  
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Figure 21: Uniaxial tensile stress-strain response for Al 3003 alloy. 
 
5.3 Ultrasonic Consolidation 
 
5.3.1  Boundary Conditions 
Global Boundary Conditions: The global boundary conditions during ultrasonic 
consolidation are comprised of two simultaneous boundary conditions – normal 
compression and oscillating simple shear. The normal compression is around 1200N -
2000N for Aluminum alloy variants. The applied shear amplitude is of the order of 1µm-
25 µm with foil widths of the order of 50 µm-200 µm (typically used foil thickness is 
~150 µm) and initial mating surface roughness varying from smooth (Ra~0.1 µm) to 
heavily surface damaged (Ra~5 µm). The mentioned surface conditions are only 
observed in the top part of the bottom foil because it has been freshly deformed by the 
sonotrode during deposition of the previous layer. The time period for one oscillation is 
about 50 microseconds. Since the travel speed of the sonotrode horn varies from 10-50 
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mm/s, hence the material point under UC loading experiences a maximum of 3000 
material deformation cycles. The foils constitute polycrystalline microstructures with 
random orientation as shown in [5]. The initial SSD has been assumed to be 5x1013m-2 
for the same reasons mentioned in Section 5.2.2. The microscopic parameters required for 
simulations can be extracted from Table 5. Since, the orientation imaging microscopy 
(OIM) data for the foils were not available, a random cubic polycrystalline microstructure 
has been assumed. The bottom foil and the top foil is comprised of 12 randomly 
generated crystals each, with the top foil having the same granular microstructure as the 
bottom foil. The applied boundary conditions are shown in Figure 22. 
 
 
Figure 22: Schematic showing UC global boundary conditions. The bottom of the model 
is held rigid. This assumption is only true for 2 foils on a large plate or a foil getting laid 
over a large plate. 
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Interfacial Contact Boundary Conditions: For interfacial contact with friction, the 
contact boundary conditions can be formulated as follows: 
*Ð − Ðº,. L ≥ 0          (43)  
where Ð and Ðº are displacements of the nodes on the top of the bottom and bottom of 
the top foils in the vicinity of the interface, respectively. L denotes the normal vector 
perpendicular to the interface. The normal vector is in the y-direction for this case. 
In addition to Equation (43), the normal traction components on the bottom of the 
top foil and top of the bottom foil should be compressive and tensile respectively. Also, 
from the point of view of force equilibrium, both of these traction components should be 
equal and opposite to each other as shown in Equation (44). 
kº. L ≤ 0, k. L ≥ 0	LS	kº. L = −k. L      (44) 
Equations (43) and (44), further leads to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions [70] for the 
normal traction and normal displacement components as demonstrated in Equation (45) 
*kº. L,*Ð − Ðº,. L=0        (45) 
Further, similar to the normal traction components, the tangential components 
should be also in equilibrium (Equation (46)). 
Ñkº+Ñk = 0         (46) 
where Ñ  is the tangential projection operator, given as: 
Ñk = L × *k × L,         (47) 
where × denotes the cross product of two vectors. 
For friction idealized by the Coulomb law, the maximum frictional force 
supported by the interface is: 
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 Î = a|k. L|          (48) 
where a is the coefficient of friction. The equations to be satisfied for the tangential 
component of interfacial tractions and displacements are as follows: 
Ò|Ñk|Ò ≤ Î          (49) 
 ÑÐ = ÑÐº					./		Ò|Ñk|Ò < Î			*lk.?Ó	ÔÕLS.k.ÕL,    (50) 
Ñ*Ð − Ðº, = −ÖÑkº		./		Ò|Ñk|Ò = Î			*l|.	ÔÕLS.k.ÕL,   (51)  
 
5.3.2  Effects of Friction at the UC Interface 
Two cases have been modeled to understand the effects of friction at the UC 
interface, one with pure stick condition and the other with an appreciable amount of 
friction, replicating the friction behavior when the constituent foils are in contact with 
each other. The initial mating surface roughness has been fixed at an average roughness, 
Ra~5 µm with foil thickness being 150 µm. The boundary conditions applied are (a) 
normal compression of 1800 N and (b) oscillatory shear amplitude of 16 µm. The initial 
GND has been assumed to be 0 throughout the microstructure since the grain boundary 
area is negligible compared to the entire volume. The GND evolution in the bulk for one 
complete deformation cycle has been shown in Figure 23. Figure 23(a) illustrates the 
initial configuration for both the pure sticking and frictional sliding boundary conditions. 
During progressive loading in the pure sticking case, the mating interface experiences no 
resistance to the shear deformation. This leads to equal tangential displacements of the 
top and bottom foils in the vicinity of the interface. Therefore, the GND starts developing 
at the top surface of the top foil. On the contrary, in the frictional sliding case, the bottom 
foil in the vicinity of the interface experiences significant resistance due to friction. This 
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further leads to much smaller tangential displacement of the bottom foil compared to the 
top foil in the vicinity of the interface. Henceforth, the GND is higher at the interface 
compared to the top surface of the top foil in this scenario. The GND evolution in both 
pure sticking and frictional sliding scenarios has been demonstrated in Figures 23(b) 
through (e) corresponding to (1/4)th, (1/2), (3/4)th and 1 full deformation cycle during UC. 
It is also observed that the maximum GND after one complete cycle (Figure 23 (e)) in the 
frictional sliding case is greater than the pure sticking case by a factor of 2, suggesting 
more inhomogeneous deformation in the former. The motivation behind demonstrating 
these particular instants (Figures 23(a)-(e)) comes from the fact that the applied shear 
loading either changes its direction or its sign at these instants. Also, the extent of GND 
evolution in the frictional sliding case limits itself to about 20 µm below the top surface 
of the bottom foil in the normal loading direction (y-axis). Therefore, this region 
experiences the maximum inhomogenous plastic deformation, and kinematic hardening 
since the inhomogenous plastic and kinematic hardening is directly proportional to the 
<=9FG [6]. Moreover, continued GND evolution at the interface means a higher 
production of dislocations with either a positive or a negative sign. Therefore, a very high 
number of these GNDs leads to their annihilation and formation of new relaxed equiaxed 
subgrains. This phenomenon is also termed as dynamic recrystallization [71]. The 
emergence of recrystallized subgrains can be confirmed from the experiments [5] where 
it has been observed that significant grain fragmentation has taken place near the 
interface on the top part of the bottom foil with a good amount of plastic flow beneath the 
region, as shown in Figure 24.  
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Figure 23 (a): GND evolution at T=0 (i) Pure sticking (ii) Frictional sliding. 
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Figure 23 (b): GND evolution at T=1/4th cycle (i) Pure sticking (ii) Frictional sliding. 
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Figure 23 (c): GND evolution at T=1/2 cycle (i) Pure sticking (ii) Frictional sliding. 
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Figure 23 (d): GND evolution at T=3/4th cycle (i) Pure sticking (ii) Frictional sliding. 
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Figure 23 (e): GND evolution at T=1 cycle (i) Pure sticking (ii) Frictional sliding.     
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This continued evolution of GND at the interface in the friction assisted case 
results in grain fragmentation (subgrain formation) by the end of 3000 material 
deformation cycles, since the average GND in the 20 µm strip below the top surface of 
the bottom foil reaches a value ~ 6x1015 dislocations/m2 in the top part of the bottom foil 
(Figure 25). The subgrain diameter corresponding to this dislocation density is ~ 2.28 µm 
(Equations (52-53)).       
  
 
Figure 24: Ion beam induced secondary electron micrograph of DBFIB-etch result for UC 
interface showing extent and depth of subgrain size and morphology change as a result of 
the plastic deformation. 
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Figure 25: GND evolution in the top part (~20 µm region) of the bottom foil for a Ra~5 
µm in the top surface of the bottom foil. 
 
Subgrain Diameter Assessment: It is clear from Equation (30) that the mobile 
dislocations get immobilized after traversing a certain distance (LA) inversely 
proportional to the density of their out-of-plane forest counterparts. Since the grain 
boundary happens to be a huge dislocation sink, the grain diameter (D) is directly 
proportional to the immobilization distance (LA). Henceforth, the grain diameter D also 
becomes inversely proportional to the forest dislocation density as shown in Equations 
(52) and (53). 
× = @xØÙÄv#           (52) 
It is known that at the initial instant the forest dislocation content is almost SSD 
since the GND content is negligible. Similarly due to the high amount of GND evolution 
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in the 20 µm strip below the top surface of the bottom foil, this region experiences 
inhomogeneous plastic deformation explicitly. Hence, the =9FG ≫ =NNG  in this region 
after 3000 deformation cycles. Therefore, the forest dislocation content is primarily GND 
after 3000 deformation cycles in the above-mentioned region leading to a modification in 
Equation (52) as shown in Equation (53). 
Gw# GØw  =
xÛÜÁ,Øw 
xÀÀÁ,w#           (53) 
The initial SSD content is 5 x 1013m-2, the final GND content is 6 x 1015m-2 and 
the initial average grain diameter of these Al3003-H18 alloy foils is around 25 µm [5]. 
Therefore, the final average grain diameter reduces to 2.28 µm. This value is consistent 
with the range of final subgrain diameters suggested in [72]. 
 
5.3.3  LWD Evolution with Cyclic Deformation 
Linear Weld Density measures the amount of bonded length to the total interfacial 
length, which is inversely proportional to the average gap between the mating surfaces at 
the UC interface. LWD generally increases with the amount of cyclic deformation. If the 
gap becomes zero, both the surfaces adhere and start plastically deforming together. 
Since the applied shear loading is cyclic during UC processing, the interface may lead to 
a fatigue type of failure due to dynamic recrystallization at the interface when subjected 
to higher normal loads. Although the gap closure phenomenon has been included in the 
model, the prolonged fatigue phenomenon has not been included in the current set of 
simulations and is left for future work.  
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To quantify the effects of processing parameters such as oscillation amplitude and 
normal compressive load on LWD evolution, a design of experiments (DOE) approach 
[40] was adopted to systematically evaluate the effects of process parameters and to 
identify the optimum parameter combination. The process parameters and the levels 
selected for evaluation in this study are shown in Table 8. Variation of each parameter at 
four different levels was considered necessary to assess any nonlinear effects. Specific 
levels for each of the parameters were selected based on preliminary experiments, 
machine setting limits, and available published information. A Taguchi L16 orthogonal 
array was utilized in the present study to determine the effects of individual process 
parameters. Interacting influences between two or more process parameters are not 
possible with a Taguchi L16 experimental design and were not assessed. Table 9 lists all 
of the parameter combinations used for deposition experiments. 
The experimental runs were randomized and each of the 16 runs was repeated 
twice. Although it is typical to use three replicates, two replicates were considered 
adequate for obtaining statistically meaningful data in the present case as each run 
consisted of depositing four layers of foil one over another (Figure 26), which is 
equivalent to testing each parameter combination eight times. Subsequent to deposition, 
each deposit was slightly machined along the foil edges. The welding direction was along 
the foil rolling direction in all cases and was reversed for each layer. The ultrasonic 
oscillation frequency was maintained constant at 20 kHz for all of the experimental runs 
(the UC machine used in the current study does not facilitate variation of oscillation 
frequency). 
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Effect of Oscillation Amplitude: The L16 Taguchi experiments conducted in [40] 
are more ideal and sophisticated for the DDCP-FEM model validation for the UC case 
compared to individual simple shear and normal compressive scenarios mentioned in 
Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 since they provide with microstructural parameters quantifying 
the deformation response for the simultaneous global boundary conditions mentioned in 
Section 5.3.1.  
 
Table 8: Parameters and Levels Selected for UC Experiments 
Parameter Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
Oscillation Amplitude (µm) 10 13 16 19 
Welding Speed (mm/s) 28 32 36 40 
Normal Force (N) 1450 1600 1750 1900 
Temperature (°F) 75 150 225 300 
 
 
Figure 26: Schematic of experimental UC deposit consisting of four layers. Welding 
occurred along the 100 mm direction. Metallographic sample locations are shown in the 
picture. 
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Table 9: Taguchi L16 Experimental Matrix 
Run# Amplitude (µm) Welding Speed (mm/s) Normal Force (N) Temperature (°F) 
1 10 28 1450 75 
2 16 40 1600 75 
3 19 32 1750 75 
4 13 36 1900 75 
5 13 40 1750 150 
6 19 28 1900 150 
7 10 32 1600 150 
8 16 36 1450 150 
9 13 28 1600 225 
10 10 36 1750 225 
11 19 40 1450 225 
12 16 32 1900 225 
13 19 36 1600 300 
14 16 28 1750 300 
15 13 32 1450 300 
16 10 40 1900 300 
 
To investigate the effect of oscillation amplitude on LWD, four distinct 
simulations have been carried out with an applied normal load of 1750N for 3000 
deformation cycles and applied ultrasonic amplitudes of 10, 13, 16 and 19 µm. The foil 
thickness has been assumed to be 150 µm, with an average roughness of Ra~5 µm for the 
top part of the bottom foil. Figure 27 shows the average gap evolution between the 
mating surfaces as a function of the increasing amount of cyclic deformation. It has been 
observed that the average gap no longer decreases after approximately the 10th cycle. The 
average gap decreases with increasing amplitude up to 16 µm and then increases with 
increasing amplitude. The LWD has not been explicitly predicted in the simulations since 
the gap between the top and the bottom foils is a two-dimensional area based quantity 
whereas the LWD is a one dimensional linear quantity. Therefore, the average gap has 
been set as a parameter quantifying the ratio of interfacial bonded region with respect to 
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the total length of the interface translating directly to LWD. A calibration between the 
average gap and LWD is left for future work. The average gap shows the same trends 
shown by the LWD [40], (Figure 28) first increasing and then decreasing as a function of 
the applied ultrasonic amplitude. The optimum amplitude where the average gap is found 
to be the least is 16 µm for the applied boundary conditions. This is in good agreement 
with the experiments [40] since the peak LWD has been observed at the same oscillation 
amplitude of 16 µm. 
Effect of Normal Force: Similarly, to understand the effects of increasing normal 
load on gap closure/LWD, four applied normal loading scenarios have been considered. 
The applied normal loads were 1450, 1600, 1750 and 1900 N. The applied ultrasonic 
amplitude was 16 µm. The foil thickness and average roughness on the top part of the 
bottom foil were kept at 150 µm and Ra~5 µm, respectively. Again, it can be seen 
(Figure 29) that there is no appreciable change/decrease in the average gap as a function 
of increasing cyclic deformation by the end of the 10th cycle for most cases.  
It has been observed in [40] (Figure 30) that on increasing the applied normal 
force the LWD increases consistent with the simulation results shown in Figure 29. 
Though on further increasing the normal load beyond a certain magnitude (1750 N), the 
LWD starts to decrease. The most probable reason behind this LWD decrease is increase 
in the inhomogeneous plastic deformation with load near the top surface of the bottom 
foil. This further leads to very high amount of dynamic recrystallization which leads to 
dynamic failure of the bonded region at the interface. Therefore, it is required to 
incorporate fatigue crack nucleation and growth phenomenon in the current DDCP-FEM. 
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Figure 27: Gap evolution (in µm) against number of deformation cycles with varying 
ultrasonic shear amplitudes. 
 
 
 
Figure 28: Effect of processing parameters on linear weld density, LWD vs. oscillation 
amplitude from [40]. 
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Inclusion of a fatigue phenomenon in the model that is related to applied normal 
compressive load under oscillating simple shear conditions is difficult for the following 
two reasons.  
• The model assumes that once two nodes from the top and bottom surfaces are 
in contact with each other, the surfaces will be metallurgically bonded. 
• A traction-separation law to mimic crack propagation with increasing cyclic 
deformation is not available from the literature. 
In future work, a traction separation law will be formulated as a function of 
involved fatigue damage and further crack propagation to try to capture the bond 
degradation seen during experiments at higher loads. 
 
Figure 29: Gap evolution (in µm) against the number of deformation cycles with varying 
normal loading scenarios. 
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Figure 30: Effect of processing parameters on linear weld density, LWD vs. normal force 
from [40]. 
 
In conclusion, the effects of oscillation amplitude and normal force on LWD 
evolution have been correctly modeled in this section with the exception of decreasing 
LWD with increasing normal force beyond a certain magnitude. Though the simulation 
parameter (average gap) characterizing the bonded region has not been calibrated with 
the LWD, it provides with a better heuristic for bond characterization since the interfacial 
void closure is a 2 dimensional area based phenomenon. 
 
5.3.4 Effects of Mating Surface Roughness 
The initial mating surface roughness at the top surface of the bottom foil is 
another important parameter for determining the amount and type of plastic deformation 
at the mating interface. The reason behind a rough top surface of the bottom foil during 
ultrasonic consolidation is because of the plastic work previously done by the sonotrode 
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[13]. Two distinct simulations have been carried out to investigate the effects of surface 
roughness.  
The simulation boundary conditions are: (a) normal compressive load of 1750N, 
(b) ultrasonic simple shear amplitude of 16 µm, (c) Foil thickness of 150 µm, and (d) 
microstructure as shown in Figure 22. The top surface of the bottom foil has been 
assumed to have a roughness of Ra~0.1 µm in one case and Ra~5 µm in the second case. 
The lower roughness scenario represents two scenarios (a) virgin foil depositing over 
machined base plate and (b) virgin foil depositing over a previously deposited and 
machined foil [40]. It has been observed that the foil with lower surface roughness closes 
instantaneously in the first case whereas it takes around 10 deformation cycles to close 
the initial mating surface gap in the second case as shown in Figure 31. This further 
indicates a higher LWD in the low roughness case compared to the higher roughness 
case. This result is in good agreement with Figure 5, where the LWD is higher in between 
the machined base plate and virgin foil and lower in between the two layers comprising 
of sonotrode driven surface damaged foils. Similarly, GND evolution in the 20 µm strip 
below the interface sees a much higher rate of evolution in a higher roughness scenario 
than a lower roughness scenario as shown in Figure 32, suggesting a greater amount of 
subgrain formation near the top surface of the bottom foil in the former case than in the 
latter case. This observation is in good agreement with the experiments (Figure 4), where 
it has been observed that the top surface of the bottom foil undergoes minimal subgrain 
formation since a smoother interface generally provides much less frictional resistance 
and in turn a lower value of the lattice curvature. The average subgrain diameter in lower 
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roughness case is ~4.29 µm which is about two times more compared to higher roughness 
case ~2.28 µm establishing a close match with the observations shown in Figure 4 and 
24, respectively.  
Another important aspect is the mating interface shape, which has a higher rate of 
curvature in the higher roughness scenario than a lower roughness scenario as shown in 
Figure 33, after 3000 cycles. Again, this result can be validated using Figures 4 and 24 
depicting the interface shapes at the end of around 3000 cycles with lower and higher 
initial average roughness, Ra ~ 0.1 and 5 µm, respectively. Clearly, the mating interface 
in Figure 24 shows a very high curvature and provides a good representation of the 
section at the interface demarcated in Figure 33(a). Similarly, the planar interface in 
Figure 4 is a representative Section of the interface demarcated in Figure 33(b). 
 
Figure 31: Gap evolution (in µm) against number of deformation cycles with varying 
bottom foil roughness. 
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Figure 32: GND evolution in the 20 µm strip below the interface against number of 
deformation cycles with varying bottom foil roughness. A higher GND at this location 
means more prominent subgrain formation. This result is in agreement with the 
experimental observations demonstrated in Figures 4 and 24. 
 
 
Figure 33: Interface evolution against number of deformation cycles with varying bottom 
foil roughness. 
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5.3.5  Evidence of Closure and Relaxation at the Interface 
 
It has been observed that the gap between the top and the bottom foil being 
consolidated by UC undergoes closure and relaxation [8] based on its location at the 
interface and local stress state. Since, the gap between the top and bottom foil is 
prominent in the first few cycles, hence the closure-relaxation effect is also more 
pronounced in the earlier cycles. 
The mechanism of gap closure and relaxation as a function of location and state of 
stress is summarized in Figure 34. In the first quarter cycle at the rightmost locations, the 
top foil just above the interface undergoes a compressive state of stress and the bottom 
foil goes through a tensile state of stress. Also, at this point in time, the top foil at the 
leftmost locations just above the interface sees a tensile state of stress and the bottom foil 
sees compressive stresses. Henceforth, the gap closes at an appreciable rate for the 
rightmost locations of the interface whereas it remains the same or slightly increases for 
the leftmost locations. In between the first quarter and half cycle, the top foil at the 
rightmost locations just above the interface develops a tensile state of stress whereas the 
bottom sees a compressive state of stress. Hence, the gap at these locations increase 
whereas the gap at the leftmost locations close because the top foil just above the 
interface develops  a compressive state of stress and the bottom experiences tensile 
stresses. The gaps at the leftmost locations continue to close because of the continued 
state of stresses in the top and bottom foils in the vicinity of the interface for the time 
between the half cycle and the last quarter of the complete cycle. Meanwhile at the 
rightmost locations, the top foil again starts seeing a compressive state of stress and the 
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bottom foil experiences a tensile state of stress leading to gap closure. This state of stress 
continues for the rightmost locations in the last quarter of the complete cycle leading to 
further closure of the gap at these times. On the contrary, in the last quarter of the 
complete cycle, the leftmost locations again start seeing a tensile state of stress in the top 
foil and compressive stresses in the bottom foil leading to gap increase or gap relaxation.  
It is very essential to take gap closure and relaxation mechanism into account 
while the UC machine is in operation since it aids in deciding the optimum amplitude 
required for proper deposition of virgin foils over previously deposited foils/machined 
substrate. If the sonotrode horn is operated at lower amplitudes then the transverse 
locations at which gap closure occurs, the interfacial contact rate is lower than the 
optimum leading to a lower rate of average gap minimization and lower LWD. Similarly 
for very high amplitudes, the transverse locations at which gap relaxation happens, the 
interfacial distance between the foils increase at a faster rate than the optimum again 
leading to a lower rate of average rate of gap minimization and lower LWD. Henceforth, 
the optimum amplitude for average rate of gap minimization and LWD is achieved at an 
amplitude of 16 µm as discussed in Section 5.3.3. 
In future work, the weld speed will be explicitly applied as a boundary condition 
with applied normal compressive load and oscillation amplitude. It is anticipated that at 
the longitudinal locations ahead of the sonotrode, the top foil at the vicinity of the 
interface will experience a compressive state of stress whereas the bottom foil will 
experience a tensile state of stress causing the longitudinal interfacial gap to close. On the 
contrary, at the longitudinal locations behind the sonotrode, the top foil at the vicinity of 
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the interface will experience a tensile state of stress, whereas the bottom foil will 
experience a compressive state of stress causing the longitudinal gap to either remain 
closed (since the gap have already been closed due to transverse oscillatory motion of the 
sonotrode) or to rip open if a high enough weld speed is applied. Henceforth, a higher 
weld speed should decrease the LWD as the gaps behind the sonotrodes start to rip open. 
  
 
Figure 34: The gap closure and relaxation as a function of location and applied loading at 
the mating interface. The arrows denote the direction of applied simple shear in a 
deformation cycle. The schematic represents the first cycle of UC deformation since the 
closure/relaxation mechanism is most pronounced in the transient stages. 
 
Another reason behind decreasing LWD with increasing welding speed is that the 
exposure time of the transverse weld cross-section to the sonotrode decreases with a 
higher welding speed leading to incomplete bonding. The combined effect of gap closure 
and relaxation in the longitudinal direction along with incomplete bonding time on 
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increasing welding speed has already been investigated and established in [40] (Figure 
35). It is clear from Figure 35 that the LWD decreases on increasing the welding speed. 
 
 
Figure 35: Effect of processing parameters on linear weld density, LWD vs. weld speed 
from [40]. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 
 
6.1  Summary 
The present study provides a computational procedure to simulate the ultrasonic 
consolidation process. The model incorporates mesoscopic volume effects such as 
dislocation hardening due to interactions between mobile and forest dislocations, mobile 
and anti-parallel Burgers vectors, dislocation softening due to athermal and thermal 
annihilation of edge dislocations, and accoustic softening. Similarly, surface effects such 
as thermal softening and friction hardening at the material interfaces leading to subgrain 
fragmentation are also incorporated. 
The model correlates the mesoscopic aggregate dislocation variables with 
macroscopic applied boundary conditions. Henceforth, the model provides a fundamental 
physics and materials based understanding of the UC process. The model, in conclusion, 
attempts to solve the following problems related to UC processing: 
• A need to rely on mechanism-based understandings of the effects of 
processing parameters on interfacial characteristics of the materials being 
consolidated by UC. 
• Extensive optimization experiments at varying processing parameters for a 
given set of materials to be bonded by UC. Computational modeling efforts 
will dramatically reduce the need for full factorial studies of processing 
parameters. 
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• Trial and error optimization of sonotrode design and surface texturing using 
laser etching and electrical discharge machining. 
• The need for significant experimentation to determine the suitability of new 
materials for UC processing. The predictions based on computational 
modeling will be faster than rigorous experiments required for testing new 
materials with UC and also provide enhanced cost-effectiveness. 
 
6.2  Conclusions 
The accuracy of the model has been tested based on its prediction of the 
deformation behavior for simple boundary conditions namely simple shear, uniaxial 
tension applied to single crystalline and polycrystalline aluminum and its alloy variants, 
and more complex boundary conditions comprised of simultaneous simple shear and 
normal compressive force applied to polycrystalline Al 3003 alloy. The conclusions 
based on model validation are as follows: 
• Single crystalline aluminum based simple shear results match average shear 
stress-strain response, GND evolution and size effects as demonstrated in [6]. 
The average shear stress-strain response shows a 3 stage hardening 
mechanism comprised of single slip system activity in the first stage, multiple 
slip system activity in the second stage and dislocation saturation and cross 
slip in the third stage. A higher magnitude and rate of GND evolution is seen 
at the top and bottom of the sample undergoing simple shear confirming 
higher amount of inhomogeneous plastic deformation at these material 
surfaces compared to the bulk. This effect further leads to size effects since 
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the surface to volume ratio is higher for short samples compared to long 
samples which results in higher average shear stress for shorter samples than 
longer samples. 
• Uniaxial tension results for a random polycrystalline sample of Al3003-H18 
alloy matches pretty well with the average stress-strain response observed 
during the experiments [10] with slight discrepancies (see Section 5.2.2.1). 
• A higher normal force causes better bonding at the mating interface though 
beyond a certain magnitude, it enhances a very high amount of in-
homogeneous plastic deformation at the top surface of the bottom foil causing 
severe grain fragmentation and dynamic fatigue failure. This is further 
reflected in LWD evolution where the LWD first increases with increase in 
normal force and decrease beyond a certain magnitude [40]. 
• A higher amplitude enhances better bonding at the interface. Although beyond 
a certain magnitude, it enhances the rate of gap relaxation to be prominent 
compared to the rate of gap closure leading to lack of fusion at the interface. 
The gap closure and gap relaxation are directly and inversely proportional to 
LWD evolution respectively. Therefore, it has been predicted that the LWD 
would first increase with the oscillation amplitude and thereafter decrease 
beyond a certain magnitude. This prediction is consistent with the simulation 
results [40]. 
• A higher welding speed is beneficial from the point of view of quick 
deposition of virgin foils on top of a previously deposited foil(s)/machined 
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base plate. Although with increasing welding speed, the rate of gap relaxation 
at longitudinal locations behind the sonotrode becomes significant leading 
these closed gaps to rip open. Also, a higher welding speed leads to less 
exposure time of the transverse weld cross-Section to the sonotrode. This 
combined effect further results in lack of fusion at the interface and a lower 
LWD as manifested in [40]. 
 
6.3       Future Work 
The current model is able to predict the deformation response during UC 
processing but requires some more validation to be realized as an efficient tool for 
material and parameter optimization in UC. The future accomplishments required in this 
paradigm are as follows: 
• To incorporate welding speed as a third simultaneous applied load alongwith 
normal force and oscillation amplitude. 
• To incorporate more number of foils getting deposited on top of each other 
and their sequential consolidation. While doing this, the virgin foil for 
deposition will be assumed to have minimal initial GND and standard initial 
SSD content whereas for the previously dposited foils all the mesoscopic 
deformation variables such as SSD and GND will be stored from previous 
deposition instant and applied as initial condition for the fresh deposition. 
• To formulate a traction-separation law which can quantify the delamination of 
foils as a function of applied normal and simple shear loading. This is 
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important from the point of view of optimizing the weld speed required to 
avoid crack propagation due to fatigue after bond formation. 
• To perform Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM) of the as-obtained and 
post-consolidated UC-foils to generate realistic microstructures required for 
realistic simulations. 
• To formulate a homogenized model based on current DDCP-FEM to predict 
the deformation during processing and in-service conditions. This is important 
since it will help in optimizing the initial orientation for the product build. 
• To use the homogenized crystal plasticity model and non-destructive 
engineering metrics for runtime closed-loop control (feed-forward and feed-
back) of the UC machine. 
In its current form, the model is still under development and has to be validated 
for other crystalline types such as single and polycrystalline variants of body centered 
cubic (BCC) materials such as Molybdenum and Tantalum, hexagonal close packed 
(HCP) materials such as Titanium and mixed alloys containing both HCP and BCC 
counterparts such as Ti6Al4V. These alloys have been already demonstrated as potential 
materials for UC practice, though the biggest challenges to model these existing and new 
alloys which may serve as potential materials for UC are as follows: 
• Determination of the active slip systems. For HCP and BCC, because of their 
limited slip system activity, the active slip systems are a function of schmid 
factor (projection of loading axis on the slip system) and temperature. 
Therefore, the active slip systems can either be obtained from experiments and 
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theoretical explanations provided in the literature, phase field modeling or 
insitu TEM experiments in which the resolved shear strain evolution can be 
monitored. 
• Incorporation of mesoscopic deformation mechanisms for example Nickel 
based superalloys such as Inconel 718 demonstrates significant twin activity 
[51] and BCC materials exhibit peierls resistance to mobile dislocation motion 
[73]. 
• Determination of mesoscopic material parameters (Q’s and c’s shown in Table 
5). 
• UC fabricated simple parts to validate model predictions. 
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BUNGE-EULER ANGLES FOR UNIAXIAL TENSION OF AL-3003 H-18 
This appendix is comprised of the Bunge-Euler angle triad (ZXZ) for each element in the 
material geometry. The triad ZXZ means that any point undergoing sequential rotations 
by the three angles namely Φ1, Φ, and Φ2 along Z, X and Z axis respectively completely 
specifies its orientation with respect to an arbitrary reference. The entire geometry 
contains 648 elements and 24 cubic grains. The Bunge-Euler angles have been obtained 
by generating random numbers in the closed interval [2π, π, 2π].  
 
Table A.1 Bunge-Euler Angle Distribution for Polycrystalline Al-3003 H-18 
Element # 
Φ1(in 
radians)  
 Φ (in 
radians) 
Φ2 (in 
radians)  
1 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
2 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
3 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
4 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
5 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
6 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
7 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
8 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
9 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
10 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
11 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
12 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
13 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
14 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
15 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
16 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
17 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
18 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
19 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
20 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
21 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
22 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
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23 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
24 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
25 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
26 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
27 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
28 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
29 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
30 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
31 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
32 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
33 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
34 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
35 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
36 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
37 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
38 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
39 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
40 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
41 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
42 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
43 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
44 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
45 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
46 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
47 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
48 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
49 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
50 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
51 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
52 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
53 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
54 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
55 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
56 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
57 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
58 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
59 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
60 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
61 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
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62 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
63 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
64 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
65 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
66 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
67 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
68 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
69 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
70 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
71 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
72 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
73 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
74 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
75 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
76 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
77 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
78 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
79 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
80 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
81 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
82 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
83 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
84 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
85 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
86 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
87 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
88 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
89 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
90 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
91 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
92 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
93 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
94 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
95 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
96 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
97 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
98 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
99 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
100 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
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101 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
102 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
103 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
104 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
105 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
106 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
107 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
108 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
109 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
110 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
111 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
112 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
113 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
114 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
115 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
116 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
117 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
118 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
119 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
120 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
121 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
122 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
123 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
124 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
125 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
126 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
127 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
128 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
129 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
130 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
131 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
132 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
133 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
134 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
135 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
136 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
137 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
138 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
139 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
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140 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
141 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
142 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
143 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
144 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
145 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
146 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
147 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
148 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
149 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
150 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
151 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
152 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
153 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
154 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
155 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
156 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
157 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
158 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
159 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
160 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
161 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
162 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
163 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
164 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
165 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
166 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
167 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
168 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
169 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
170 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
171 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
172 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
173 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
174 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
175 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
176 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
177 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
178 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
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179 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
180 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
181 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
182 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
183 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
184 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
185 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
186 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
187 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
188 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
189 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
190 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
191 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
192 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
193 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
194 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
195 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
196 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
197 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
198 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
199 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
200 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
201 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
202 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
203 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
204 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
205 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
206 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
207 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
208 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
209 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
210 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
211 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
212 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
213 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
214 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
215 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
216 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
217 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
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218 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
219 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
220 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
221 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
222 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
223 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
224 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
225 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
226 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
227 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
228 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
229 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
230 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
231 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
232 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
233 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
234 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
235 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
236 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
237 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
238 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
239 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
240 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
241 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
242 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
243 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
244 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
245 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
246 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
247 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
248 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
249 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
250 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
251 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
252 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
253 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
254 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
255 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
256 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
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257 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
258 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
259 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
260 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
261 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
262 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
263 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
264 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
265 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
266 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
267 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
268 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
269 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
270 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
271 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
272 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
273 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
274 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
275 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
276 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
277 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
278 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
279 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
280 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
281 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
282 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
283 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
284 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
285 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
286 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
287 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
288 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
289 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
290 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
291 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
292 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
293 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
294 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
295 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
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296 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
297 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
298 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
299 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
300 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
301 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
302 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
303 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
304 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
305 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
306 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
307 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
308 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
309 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
310 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
311 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
312 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
313 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
314 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
315 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
316 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
317 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
318 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
319 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
320 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
321 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
322 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
323 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
324 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
325 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
326 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
327 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
328 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
329 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
330 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
331 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
332 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
333 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
334 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
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335 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
336 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
337 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
338 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
339 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
340 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
341 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
342 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
343 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
344 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
345 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
346 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
347 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
348 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
349 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
350 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
351 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
352 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
353 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
354 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
355 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
356 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
357 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
358 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
359 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
360 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
361 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
362 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
363 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
364 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
365 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
366 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
367 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
368 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
369 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
370 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
371 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
372 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
373 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
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374 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
375 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
376 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
377 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
378 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
379 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
380 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
381 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
382 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
383 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
384 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
385 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
386 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
387 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
388 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
389 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
390 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
391 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
392 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
393 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
394 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
395 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
396 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
397 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
398 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
399 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
400 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
401 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
402 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
403 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
404 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
405 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
406 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
407 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
408 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
409 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
410 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
411 2.093777 2.379513 1.307702 
412 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
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413 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
414 6.157331 0.421652 6.063769 
415 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
416 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
417 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
418 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
419 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
420 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
421 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
422 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
423 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
424 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
425 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
426 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
427 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
428 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
429 5.449176 1.658069 1.766643 
430 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
431 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
432 0.788038 2.731204 5.417345 
433 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
434 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
435 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
436 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
437 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
438 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
439 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
440 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
441 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
442 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
443 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
444 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
445 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
446 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
447 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
448 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
449 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
450 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
451 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
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452 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
453 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
454 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
455 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
456 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
457 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
458 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
459 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
460 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
461 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
462 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
463 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
464 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
465 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
466 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
467 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
468 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
469 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
470 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
471 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
472 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
473 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
474 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
475 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
476 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
477 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
478 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
479 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
480 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
481 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
482 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
483 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
484 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
485 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
486 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
487 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
488 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
489 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
490 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
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491 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
492 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
493 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
494 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
495 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
496 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
497 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
498 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
499 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
500 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
501 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
502 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
503 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
504 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
505 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
506 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
507 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
508 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
509 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
510 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
511 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
512 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
513 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
514 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
515 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
516 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
517 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
518 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
519 2.048483 0.458611 6.17746 
520 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
521 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
522 5.754532 0.845419 6.161202 
523 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
524 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
525 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
526 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
527 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
528 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
529 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
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530 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
531 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
532 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
533 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
534 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
535 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
536 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
537 2.088466 0.415005 4.553361 
538 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
539 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
540 0.438451 0.472141 5.819646 
541 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
542 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
543 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
544 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
545 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
546 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
547 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
548 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
549 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
550 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
551 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
552 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
553 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
554 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
555 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
556 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
557 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
558 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
559 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
560 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
561 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
562 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
563 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
564 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
565 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
566 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
567 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
568 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
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569 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
570 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
571 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
572 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
573 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
574 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
575 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
576 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
577 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
578 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
579 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
580 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
581 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
582 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
583 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
584 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
585 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
586 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
587 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
588 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
589 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
590 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
591 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
592 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
593 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
594 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
595 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
596 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
597 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
598 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
599 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
600 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
601 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
602 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
603 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
604 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
605 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
606 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
607 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
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608 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
609 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
610 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
611 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
612 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
613 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
614 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
615 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
616 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
617 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
618 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
619 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
620 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
621 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
622 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
623 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
624 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
625 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
626 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
627 0.913099 2.99872 0.078855 
628 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
629 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
630 3.702754 0.957969 0.426216 
631 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
632 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
633 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
634 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
635 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
636 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
637 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
638 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
639 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
640 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
641 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
642 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
643 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
644 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
645 1.052847 0.15619 1.323801 
646 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
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647 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
648 2.874276 2.416168 1.820195 
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1. Dislocation Density based finite element modeling of Ultrasonic Consolidation 
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Place: UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY, Logan, Utah 
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Title: PHD Candidate 
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A dislocation based finite element model is formulated to predict the effects of global 
boundary conditions namely normal force, oscillation amplitude and weld speed on bond 
quality during UC. These effects have been already listed in the experimental literature. 
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To computationally characterize the superalloy, constitutive laws for deformation of 
these alloys and FCC crystals in general, are derived at the dislocation density scales 
based on statistical mechanics. These laws are connected to macroscale deformation 
using crystal plasticity approaches. The simulated behavior is then calibrated and 
validated using Transmission electron microscopy of these alloys. Also, insitu SEM 
studies of micropillars of these alloys can be done and these micropillars can be cut along 
a given deformation plane to observe the evolution of various physically based model 
parameters with time using a TEM. 
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The precursor material, Graphite through subsequent oxidation and reduction results in 
one nano-meter thick graphene sheet composites in polystyrene matrix. Sheets are hot-
pressed to obtain composite blocks for further investigation. Characterizations involve 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy for identifying chemical bond signatures, 
Atomic Force Microscopy for determining the thickness and surface profile of the 
graphitic oxide, and four point probe for conductivity measurements of the composite 
blocks. These nanographene polystyrene composites may serve as cheap replacements to 
Single-Walled carbon NanoTube (SWNT) polymer composites in electrical applications. 
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a) Investigated non-isothermal temperature-time phenomenon involved in cyclic 
annealing of AlK steels. Modeling was done by numerically solving the Langevin 
equation of motion for the Brownian particle subjected to a periodically fluctuating field. 
b) Established a model based on Artificial neural nets and Genetic Algorithms for 
enhancing productivity of AlK steel sheets processed in Batch annealing furnaces 
 
6. Effect of nano-alumina dispersions in Copper matrices 
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Type of work: Self-motivated Project 
Advisors: Dr. K Prasada Rao, Dr. B S Murty 
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Co-workers: Mahesh Talari, Venu Gopal (PhD scholars) (Serving as Professors in Shah 
Alam, Malaysia and Monash, Australia respectively) 
Produced nano-alumina composites in copper matrices for replacement of copper based 
electrical connectors because of their manyfold hardness and higher conductivity. 
Experimental skills learnt were Optical, Transmission, Scanning and Atomic Force 
microscopy; EDAX; and microhardness testing at lower loads. 
 
7. Weld Profile construction using Fluent® 
Time: Fall 2005 
Place: Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Chennai, India 
Type of work: Assigned Mini-Project 
Advisors: Dr. Gandham Phanikumar 
 
Generation of weld zone temperature profiles of a CP (Commercially Pure)-Aluminium 
block using Fluent® software. The conduction and convection (Maragnoni criterion) 
have been employed and checked against already available Rosenthal solution and its 
modifications for moving and non-moving heat sources. 
 
8. a) Investigations on hot deformation of Zr-2.5Nb-0.5Cu alloy 
b) Studies on fatigue behavior of SS 304 steels 
c) Studies on equichannel Angular pressed (ECAP) Al-1.4Mg alloy 
Time: Summer 2004 
Place: Bhabha Atomic Research Center, Bombay, India 
Type of work: Summer Internship 
Advisors: Dr. J K Chakrabortty, Dr. Rajeev Kapoor, Mr. J S dubey 
 
a) Modeled the hot deformation of Zr-2.5Nb-0.5Cu alloy in the strain rate range of 103s-1 
to 10s-1, temperature range of 650-1050°C and to a strain of 0.5. 
b) Calculation of various empirical parameters for simulating fatigue crack growth in 
pipes made of AISI 304LN (Low Carbon, High Nitrogen) and their weldments. The pipes 
had a nominal bore diameter of 6" and 12" respectively. 
c) Studied the deformation behavior of an Al-1.4Mg alloy subjected to equal channel 
angular pressing. 
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